The Pig

The pig is Tim. The pig is big. Tim is in his pin.

Sid

Sid is a kid. Sid hid in a pit. Liz will find Sid. Liz will win.
Vic and Jim
Vic and Jim are kids.
Vic and Jim have a fish.
The fish has fins.

The Lid
Liz has a tin. The tin has a lid. Did the lid fit?
The lid did fit.
The Pig

Name: _______________________

The pig is Tim Sid.

The pig is big kid.

Tim is in his lid pin.
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Sid

Name: _______________________

Sid is a Jim kid.

Sid hid in a pit pin.

Liz will sit win.
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Vic and Jim

Vic and Jim are kids big.

Vic and Jim have a fish pit.

The fish has pins fins.

The Lid

Liz has a tin wig.

The tin has lid pin.

The lid hid fit.